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This presentation has to do with the way(s) faculty, designers, and administrators can 

demonstrate alignment between various course components. 

 

Objectives for the Session 
● Develop a conceptual framework for evaluating the efficacy of various visualization methods for 

demonstrating alignment.  

● Review four specific methods for visualizing alignment. 

● Discuss ways that designers and instructors might improve the clarity with which alignment is 

described. 

 

 

Setting the Stage: An ID Inherits a Syllabus 

I was recently given a course to push through production at Columbia. It was clearly designed by someone 

who knew about Instructional Design principles. But I didn’t know anything about the course. There were 

Learning Objectives (LOs), and assignments had been affiliated with LOs. But the why and the how of 

the alignment was not clear! 

 

Question for Discussion 

● What would you do? 

 

 

QM on Alignment 

“Critical course components … reinforce one another to ensure that learners achieve the desired learning 

outcomes. When aligned … [course components] … are directly tied to and support the learning objectives.”  
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Question for Discussion 

● What do we mean by that definition of “alignment”? (How) Might we supplement that definition? 

 

 

Particularly Relevant Specific Review Standards  

● 2.2 (“The module/unit-level objectives…are…consistent with the course-level objectives”) 

● 3.1 (“The assessments measure the achievement of the stated learning objectives”) 

● 5.1 (“The learning activities promote the achievement of the stated learning objectives”) 

 

Question for Discussion 

● What are some other SRSs that are particularly relevant in this conversation? 

1
 QM Higher Education Rubric Workbook: Standards for Course Design, Sixth Edition for Online & Blended Courses, p. 5. 
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Four Methods for Visualizing/Demonstrating Alignment in a Syllabus 
 

1. The “This just goes with that” Method.  

 

 

 

2. The “Diagram” Method. 

 

 

 

 

3. The “Table” Method. 
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4. The “Longform” Method. 

 

 
 

Questions for Discussion 

● What are some strengths and weaknesses of these methods of demonstrating alignment?  

● Which of these is preferable for the Syllabus?   

 

Open Discussion 
 

A. What are some best practices for demonstrating alignment that we have not covered in this 

session? 

B. Does the discipline of the course matter in this discussion? In other words, will instructors from 

different fields of study visualize alignment differently? 

C. How does/should this conversation impact the way designers and instructors craft Module or 

Assignment descriptions? 

D. Let’s reflect on the “Diagram” Method. What are your thoughts about how it might function? Does 

it clarify or muddy the issues under consideration? 

E. (How) Do we as IDs or instructors need to differentiate learning activities from assessment 

activities as part of these methods of articulating alignment? In other words, is anything missing 

from them? 

F. What new points of departure is this conversation opening up for you? 
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